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How to make a transforming ninja star with 1 paper

Follow the instructions below to make this Origami Transforming Ninja StarDifficulty: Medium This 8 point ninja star (or 8 one-sided ninja star) is one of the coolest origami you'll ever learn to fold. What makes this crook so special is that it can also transform into a kind of round blade or
frisbee. This makes the shrewd a very dangerous under cover weapon. Oh yes, it's dangerous because the points are very sharp, so see where you throw it. I know it seems hard to make, but this transformative origami ninja star is actually very easy. Just follow the instructions carefully and
you'll be able to make one. You're going to need two pieces of square paper. Ready? Let's start. Check out the origami ninja star when you're done with this one. Step 1: Start with a square piece of origami paper, but if you only have regular 8.5x11 paper, follow these instructions to make a
square sheet. Then fold the paper in half twice and cut the paper into four squares. Step 2: With one of the four squares, fold it in half by folding the top left corner to the bottom right corner and then unfolding. Step 3: Fold in half obliquely differently, and then unfold. Step 4: Fold the top half
backwards and then unfold. Step 5: Stick the center with your finger so it appears in. Step 6: Fold the top left corner to center, but don't fold the center diver. Step 7: Fold the lower-left corner to the center. Step 8: Fold the top half to the bottom half while reversing the right lobster to center.
Go to Next page to continue with the origami transformation ninja star instructions. Start with a square piece of origami paper (What you favorite color!!) AND then fold the paper in half twice and cut the paper into four squares. With one of the four squares, fold it in half by folding the top left
corner to the bottom right corner and then unfolding. Fold in half diagonal otherwise, then unfold the top half backwards, then unfold. And Poke the center with your finger so it appears in. Fold the upper-left corner to the center, but do not fold the center diver. Fold the lower left corner to the
center. Fold the top half to the bottom half while reversing the right lobster to center. Makes 7 more of these for a total of 8.Put one blade between the double flaps of another blade. Just as in the picture, the black blade is placed between the flaps of the gray blade. Fold in the flaps of the
left (gray) blade to lock the right (black) blade in place. Then pull off the right blade so that it closes at the end. And Add another blade to the flaps of the right one and also include it in placeKeep adding and locking blades until all 8 blades are used. And Join the last to the first blade and you
have yourself a frisbee. When you close the last blade, make sure you only have the of the first blade and does not accidentally close the second blade as well. We will now the frisbee in an 8 point ninja star. With both hands, hold opposite sides and start pushing in to the center. And now
you have an 8 point ninja star. Click Here Voice, Rate, follow, please subscribe!!! :D 1 Get two square paper. If you have computer or A4 paper, you can easily make it into a square. Lay your rectangular paper flat in a horizontal position. Take one corner of the paper and fold it over until it
meets the opposite edge, forming a triangle. You must have a triangle shape and a rectangular section left. Remove the rectangular portion of the paper by tearing or cutting it. Origami paper also works well and is easier to fold. If you use the same color paper to make your ninja star, you
don't need two pieces of paper. You can simply cut two rectangles from one square piece of paper. 2 Fold each piece of paper in half to form a rectangle. Press the fold to make a lobster. Then unfold the paper. If you use paper that has one colored side, start with the color side looking
down. If you're using the same color paper, you might want to draw a different design on each piece of paper, or make some markings to help you discern. 3 Cut or tear along the lobster to make two rectangles. You must now have four rectangular pieces of paper. You'll only need two
rectangular pieces to make your star. This article shows two differently colored rectangles to make things easier, but you can use the same color rectangles if you like. If you use different colored paper and currently have four rectangles, set aside two of them. You can save them for making
a second ninja star. 1 Fold the rectangles in half on a vertical fold (hot dog style). It's called a bookfold. [1] If you use computer paper and want to make a smaller ninjaster, you can shorten your folded rectangles by cutting or tearing part of the paper. Keep in mind that the more paper you
have, the easier the ninja star will be to make. Make sure both folded pieces of paper are the same length. 2 Fold the rectangles in half on a horizontal lobster (hamburger style). Then unfold. This fold will create a lobster to use as a guideline, making the following folds easier. You must now
have two folded rectangles with a valley fold running horizontally in the middle of each. [2] 3 Cross-fold your rectangles. Be sure to fold the two pieces of paper opposite each other. Take the lower right corner of your (blue) paper, fold it up and to the left to meet the lobster. Take the top left
corner, fold it down and to the right to meet the center lobster. You must have a backward Z shape. Take the lower left corner of your other (orange) piece of paper, fold it up and to the right, meet the center lobster. Now grab the top right corner, fold it down and to the left to meet the middle
lobster. Your paper should look like now like a Z. If done correctly, you will have two mirror Z shaped pieces of paper 4 Flip both pieces of paper across. The folds you just created will now face. 5 Fold the upper square of both pieces of paper in the inside to form a triangle. On each piece of
paper, take the top, outer corner and fold on a diagonal to make a triangle. Think of it like folding a paper plane 6 Fold the bottom squares to create a triangle. Take the bottom, outer corner of each piece of paper, and fold upwards on a diagonal. 7 Fold the left triangle from both figures in
the inside. Fold the triangles along the middle crease so that the fold lies over the parallelogram (the oblique rectangle) section of your paper. 8 Fold in the right triangle of both figures. You must now have two parallelograms with two triangles overlapping on top. You will now have two
pieces of paper resembled diamonds. 9 Turn over the (orange) figure. One piece of paper will now have the triangular flaps upwards, while the other will let the flaps stare downwards. 10 Open the flaps of both pieces of paper. Rotate the (blue) paper so that it looks like a Z shape with the
flaps pointing up. Place the (orange) paper with the flaps pointing on top. The two pieces of paper should be perpendilegal on each other. Your two pieces of paper should make a cross. 11 Tuck your triangles into the opposite folds. Take the tip of each (blue) triangle portion that looks up
and tucks it into the top pocket of the (orange) paper. [3] You must see two bags on the upper piece (orange) paper suffering from the triangles of the (blue) paper. Once you match the tips of the triangles in the pockets, press the edges to create a lobster to keep everything in place. 12 Turn
over the ninja star. Repeat the process that fits the remaining two (orange) triangles into the (blue) bags. The order in which you fit the tips doesn't matter, but you may need to move your paper around slightly to get everything in place. If you find it difficult to slide the paper in, try pinching
the edges of the bags to open space. 13 Draw designs on your star to make it yours. If you used white paper or even colored paper, you could add a little flair to further customize it. To cast your ninja star, keep it vertical with one of the points. With the back of your hand facing the direction
you want to throw, flick your wrist and release the star. Add new question question on the sixth step, why should I fold both pieces of paper into diamonds? This just makes it easier to turn into a Z shape. You don't have to do it that way, but I would recommend sticking to the instructions as
given. Question What's the best way to cast these ninja stars? Keep it level with one of the points. Then hold it horizontally. Now throw it like a Frisbee. To do this, fold your wrist and then flick it out until it aligns with the rest of your forearm. Let go of the star. It has to fly out straight.
However, it can take a practice! Question Can you make a bigger ninja star? You can use larger paper, or strap squares together. Question What designs can I make on a ninja star? You can make a normal or complex design because it's your choice. You can also try creating your own
design. Question I tried but failed with a rectangle paper. Why can't I do it with rectangular paper? It should be made with square paper. Question Can I use printing paper for a star? You can, but you may need to cut it depending on how big you want the star to be. Question can I make a
smaller ninja star? Yes, you can, using smaller paper or you can strap/glue little squares together. Question can I make a one-point ninja star? You can, but it won't technically be a proper ninja star. Question Where can I find a video? Probably YouTube or try an origami site. Some of them
have videos to help. Question Should I use tape on it? The tape prevents the ninja star from being undioned, but you don't have to use tape. See more answers Ask a question thank you! Useful 96 Not Helpful 32 Thanks! Useful 71 Not useful 70 2 square pieces of paper Scissors Nice, flat
surface for folding Ruler (If You Need to Cut Your Paper) wikiHow is a wiki, similar to Wikipedia, meaning many of our articles are co-written by several authors. To create this article, 73 people, some anonymously, worked to edit and improve it over time. This article was seen 704,396 times.
Co-Authors: 73 Updated: September 23, 2020 Views: 704,396 Categories: Paper Stars | Paper Weapons Print Sends fan mail to authors Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 704,396 times. Time.
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